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Chemical Reconciliation Guide  
Overview 

I. Who should perform a reconciliation? 
Principal Investigators (PI), Group Compliance Liaisons (GCL), and lab members 
who are assigned to manage chemical inventories.  

II. When should I perform a chemical reconciliation for my lab? 
• When significant reorganization occurs. 
• When your lab relocates or expands. 

III. How should a reconciliation be conducted? 
For the best results, take it one step at a time. When doing your reconciliation, focus on 
specific lab areas, like individual spaces or shelves. 

IV. I need help! Who should I contact?  
Email Laboratory Safety team at labsafety@northeastern.edu or call us at 617-373-2769. 

 

Step-by-Step Guide 

Locating the Reconciliation Tab 

 

1. Log into Scishield and go to your lab’s profile page. 
2. Click on “ChemTracker”. 
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3. Click on “Reconciliation”. 

Starting a Reconciliation 

On the reconciliation page, all previous chemical inventory reconciliations will be listed. 
Use the drop-down menus to make changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Spaces” is for labs 
with multiple lab 
spaces. 

Use “Started After” 
& “Started Before” 
to input a time 
range. 

“Status” will allow 
the user to 
see reconciliations 
that are in specific 
stages:  
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1. Click “Start a New Reconciliation” on the bottom of the page. 

 

Step 1: Selecting Parameters 

1. Click the drop-down menu for "Space", all the spaces owned by the lab will appear.  
2. Select the space that is being reconciliated. Only one space can be reconciliated 

at once.  
3. To do more specific reconciliations, a specific bench and shelf can be selected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Select the option "Enter Container IDs (Barcodes or RFID tags)", even if you are not 
using barcodes. 

5. Click "Submit" to move onto the next step. 
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Step 2: Check Inventory 

We suggest use a bar code scanner to check all the inventory present in the space. 
Contact lab safety team (labsafety@northeastern.edu) if your lab needs one.  

1. Scan the barcode attached to the chemical or gas. It will auto-appear in the box 
highlighted below.  

2. Click “Submit” to ensure the chemical is marked. “Auto-submit” may be checked if 
you want the chemical to be marked automatically after each scan.  

3. Further down the page, you can see a list of all chemicals currently listed in the 
space selected. Once scanned and submitted they will be auto checked.  
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Alternatively, if you choose to check inventory manually without a bar code scanner, here 
is the instruction: 

 
1. Scroll down towards the bottom of the page, you will find a list of all the chemicals 

currently listed in the selected parameters. 
2. Check the boxes next to the present and accurate chemical inventory. 
3. Click “Next” to move on.  
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Step 3: Remove Containers Not Found (Remove Missing Chemicals) 

Chemicals that are determined to no longer be present in the parameters of the 
laboratory will show up on this list.  

1. Verify if the list is accurate. If it is not, click “Back” to go back to the previous step 
and correct it. 

2. If the list is accurate, click “Next” to move on. Once the "next" button is clicked, 
you CANNOT return to this step.  
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Step 4: Reactivate Removed Containers (Add Back Chemicals) 

On this page, you can add back chemical inventory that was deleted during previous 
reconciliation.  

For example, if sodium chloride was completely used up and deleted from the chemical 
inventory, but you found it during this reconciliation, you can add it back from the list.  

1. Check the box next to any chemicals that were previously deleted and need to be 
added back to the inventory.  

2. Once completed, click "Next" to move on. Once the "next" button is clicked, you 
CANNOT return to this step.  
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Step 5: Move Containers 

If you found any chemicals that weren’t originally listed for the location but are found in 
nearby parameter (lab space, bench, or shelf) or in another lab group’s inventory, you can 
move them to the selected parameter.  

For example, if during the reconciliation of Room 100A in Lake Hall, you find Calcium 
Nitrate, which wasn't initially part of Room 100A's inventory but is listed in Room 100B's 
inventory, you can move Calcium Nitrate from Room 100B's list to Room 100A's list.  

This ensures that the chemical inventory accurately reflects the current distribution of 
chemicals within the lab, making it easier to manage and locate specific materials. 

1. Check the box next to any chemicals that need to be moved. 

2. Once completed, click "Next" to move on. Once the "next" button is clicked, you 
CANNOT return to this step. 
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Step 6: Review and Finalize 

1. Review the selected parameters and confirm that they are correct. If they are not, 
click on "Click here to archive and abandon this reconciliation” and restart the 
reconciliation. 

2. Click on "Download reconciliation data" to download and view a MS Excel sheet of 
the information collected during this reconciliation.  

3. If the data must be double checked, click on "Save and return later". 

4. If all the data is accurate, then click on "Finalize reconciliation" to complete the 
reconciliation. Once this is done, the reconciliation cannot be edited.  
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Step 7: Summary 

1. Click on "Download reconciliation data" to view the finalized reconciliation data 
and to keep a record of the reconciliation.  

2. Read the report of the amount of chemicals that were altered or noted during the 
reconciliation process.  

3. Under "Container IDs Not in SciShield ChemTracker or Without Access", you will 
see a list of containers that were added during the reconciliation but were not 
edited, or containers that you are not permitted to edit. If any new inventory needs 
to be added, please add it to the inventory for the lab.  
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